
field operations with the most 
comprehensive fleet management 
software on the market.

Vehicle Tracking
Real-time location tracking with 

speed, ignition status, driver 
behavior, engine data, and 

more.

Asset Tracking
Track and manage 

equipment, machinery, and 
tools in real-time. Increase 
uptime with maintenance 

management.

Analytics & 
Reporting

Turn fleet data into actionable 
intelligence with smart analytics, 

alerting, and reporting.

FleetPeek Premier
Comprehensive 
user-friendly fleet 
management

Take control of your fleet!

Track, manage, and analyze fleet and 

FleetPeek Premier
Your Fleet, Our Focus

https://www.korewireless.com/


Your fleet in a browser.
FleetPeek Premier is the browser-based command 
center for your entire fleet, where you can monitor and 
manage work and related vehicle, asset and remote 
worker activity.

Live Vehicle Cameras
Watch your drivers in real-time, 
automatically capture clips of 
unsafe driving, and download 

historical video.

Location Manager
Saving locations and geographic 

areas will enhance your 
dispatching process and give you 

invaluable information.

Seamless Hours of 
Service

Duty logs are displayed as a 
bar graph with unique colors 

for each duty status and 
helpful visual cues.

2-Way Messaging
Send and receive both

dynamically created as well 
as canned messages to 

drivers and groups of drivers 
without using text messaging.

Driver Scorecards
Driver Scorecards help you 
protect your vehicles from 

unnecessary wear and tear 
by identifying bad driving 

behavior.

IFTA Reporting
Simplify IFTA fuel tax 

reporting by collecting and 
consolidating your fuel and 

mileage data.

Fuel Card 
Integrations

VISTA is natively integrated with 
some of the largest fuel card 

providers.

Activity Reports
Put all of your vehicle, asset and 

driver data to work through 
VISTA's comprehensive 

reporting engine to provide deep 
insights into overall fleet 

performance.

Alerts & 
Notifications

Change the way you react to 
unwelcome activity with fleet 
alerts that are triggered by 

important events.

https://www.korewireless.com/


FleetPeek Coach
Safer Driving, Better Coaching, Easier Management.

Automates coaching by facilitating driver review of events, providing video lesson modules 
when needed, and only escalating to a supervisor when needed.

FleetPeek Work
Stay connected in the office and in the field.

Provides everything your mobile workforce needs to manage their workload and keep you 
up to speed on what's happening in the field.

FleetPeek Video
Gain fleet visibility, safety, and accountability with Al camera technology. 

Designed to help save lives and improve driver performance.

FleetPeek Route
More stops in less time.

Unlock your time and resources with routes that are automatically sorted into 
hyper-efficient orders. Customize sorting preferences for time, distance, service, 
and other factors. FleetPeek Premier can also dynamically override pre-set routes 
to accommodate a dynamic schedule.

Additional Tools

https://www.korewireless.com/


Livestream Multiple 
Cameras

Stream up to 8 cameras 
simultaneously to see what the 

driver sees.

Monitor Driver 
Behavior

Unsafe driving event clips 
are automatically uploaded 
for review by both drivers 

and fleet managers.

Coaching and 
Analytics

Automated driver coaching 
system, detailed analytics, 

and behavior pattern tracking.

FleetPeek Video

Gain fleet visibility, safety, 
and accountability with Al 
camera technology.

FleetPeek Video

FleetPeek PRemier
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Award-Winning Al 
Camera Solution
All-In-One fleet vehicle camera 
system designed to save lives with Al 
driver assistance, in-cab notifications, 
and integrated driver behavior 
coaching.

View Video History 
Remotely

Stream historical video and 
download clips right to a 

computer without having to 
physically access the vehicle.

Real-time In-Cab 
Alerts

In-cab audio and visual alerts  
help to prevent drivers from 

falling asleep, texting, 
smoking and more.

Improve Driver 
Reliability

Video monitoring encourages 
drivers to decrease risky 

behavior and improve 
reliability.

Driver Coaching 
System

 Video automates driver 
coaching with FleetPeek 
Coach, an app built to let 

drivers see their events and 
self-coach.

Reduce Liability
See for yourself with HD 
video evidence of each 

incident: limit liability, protect 
drivers from false claims and 

improve security.

Time-lapse  
Review footage 15x faster 
than ever before with time-

lapse.

Breadcrumb Trail 
Snapshots

Snapshot photos are captured 
every 5 minutes and 

displayed along the vehicle's 
route line (breadcrumb trail).

Increase Driver 
Satisfaction

Easily identify drivers who 
drive safely and efficiently 
when considering rewards 

and promotions.

Al Event Detection
Video Al detects events such 

as lane departure, unsafe 
following distance, harsh 
braking, phone use, and 

more.

Fleet VISTA
Video

https://www.korewireless.com/
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2-Way Messaging
Drivers and coaches can 

comment on specific events, 
keeping track of the safety 

conversation.

Learning Modules
Coach can automatically assign 
video lessons when needed to 

correct unsafe behavior.

FleetPeek 
Coach
Safer Driving,
Better Coaching,
Easier Management.

Coach  automates coaching by 
facilitating driver review of 
events, providing video lesson 
modules when needed, and only 
escalating to a supervisor 
when needed.

Self-Coaching
Drivers are given the ability to 

self-coach on minor safety 
events, freeing up valuable 

supervisor time.

FleetPeek Coach

https://www.korewireless.com/


Empower your drivers
FleetPeek Coach empowers 
drivers to monitor their on-road 
behavior, view historical events, and 
self-coach all in one easy-to-use 
scorecard system.

Emerging Patterns
Drivers can determine if their 

driving behavior is getting 
better or worse by comparing 

past and recent events.

In-App Driver 
Training

When a driver issue becomes 
prevalent, drivers are 

automatically enrolled in a 
mandatory training program.

Driver Score Trend
Reviewing their scorecard 

trends over time allows 
drivers to visualize 

improvements and maintain 
high performance.

In-Cab Alerts
In-cab audiovisual alerts 

automatically tell the driver to 
stop or correct unsafe 
behavior in real-time.

Supervisor 
Escalation

Coach escalates issues to a 
manager based upon a 

threshold of their choosing.

Dispute Events, 
Add Comments

If the behavior was 
unpreventable, drivers can 
dispute the event or contact 

their coach directly.

https://www.korewireless.com/
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Workforce 
Management

Work provides 
real-time tracking, digital 

forms, signature capture, time 
clocks, and more.

Electronic 
Logbooks

FMCSA-Approved ELD with 
flexible rule-sets, DVIRs, 

and Commercial Navigation.

FleetPeek Work
Stay connected
in the office and
in the field.

Work provides everything your 
mobile workforce needs to manage 
their  workload and keep you up to 
speed on what's happening in the 
field.

Schedule & 
Dispatch

Receive dispatched stops, 
turn-by-turn navigation, and 

ensure the office always has an 
accurate job status and ETA.

FleetPeek Work

https://www.korewireless.com/


The App for your mobile 
workforce
Work enables field service 
automation on Android and approved 
devices. Work does real-time GPS 
tracking, electronic logbooks, digital 
DVIRs, dispatching, navigation, and 
more.

Real-time GPS 
Tracking

Work captures your drivers' 
vehicle location and activity 
information, and transmits 

them in real time.

Driver ID & 
Behavior

Events (speeding, harsh 
braking, etc.) are tracked and 
paired to a driver's unique ID.

Timecard 
Verification

Identify when and where your 
employees clock-in and out.

Certified ELD
Work is an 

FMCSA-approved and 
compliant electronic logging 

device (ELD) that makes 
maintaining logs easier.

Dispatched Stops
Drivers receive scheduled 

stops along with all relevant 
details within the app.

2-Way Messaging
Improve your communication 

process with quick 2-way 
messaging.

Commercial 
Navigation

Turn-by-turn commercial 
navigation keeps your drivers 

only on roads suitable for 
their vehicles.

Custom Digital 
Forms

Go paperless by 
utilizing custom digital 
forms for proof-of-

delivery, driver inspections 
and more

Signature & Image 
Capture

With Work, your drivers can 
include customer signatures 

on digital forms.

FleetPeek Premier
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Signature Pre-Trip DVIR ELD Forms
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Automatically 
Optimize Routes

Auto-sort for the most efficient 
order with distance, time, 

equipment, personnel, and 
other factors.

Override and 
Customize

Easily drag-and-drop stops to 
respond to changing needs 

and conditions.

Provide Accurate 
ETAS

Know when drivers will arrive at 
their next stops and keep the 

office, customers, and the field 
in sync at all times.

FleetPeek Route 
More stops, more efficient

Unlock your time and resources with 
routes that are automatically sorted 
into  hyper-efficient orders. Customize 
sorting preferences for time, distance, 
service, and other factors. Manually 
override routes with ease.

FleetPeek Route

https://www.korewireless.com/


More stops in less time.
FleetPeek Route helps you 
build cost-effective routes with little 
effort by automatically optimizing your 
stops into the most efficient order, 
saving time and fuel.

Automatic 
Optimization

Stops are automatically sorted 
into the most efficient order, 
taking into account distance, 
travel time, and a growing list 

of other factors.

Override & 
Customize

Easily override stop order 
when special factors like 

customer preference or truck 
unloading requirements make 

it necessary.

Easy to Use
Build routes with insight in a 
clean, simple interface that 

lets you drag and drop stops 
around.

Route Totals 
Summary

As you add stops to the 
route, the total distance and 
travel time are automatically 

recalculated so you'll 
immediately know how the 
additional stop affected the 

route.

Visual Route 
Building

The interactive map shows 
you the path that a selected 

route takes, as well as 
unassigned stops that aren't 

yet on any route.

Accurate ETAS for 
Stops

Route estimates arrival 
times for each stop while 
you build routes so you'll 

know approximately when 
drivers will arrive before they 

even start driving.

Fleet VISTA
Route

Fleet VISTA
Route
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Cost-effective, flexible pricing that 
saves time in evaluation and procuring 
cellular connectivity from multiple 
providers.

Select the right tracking devices, 
cameras and accessories for your 
specific applications. 

Vehicle, asset and video telematics 
platform with geofencing, accurate 
tracking and location capabilities that 
pinpoint exactly what is happening 
with any fleet and associated 
personnel.

Connectivity IoT Devices Location-Based Services

Our team of friendly experts can show you how the FleetPeek Premier 
platform can help you improve operational efficiencies, reduce costs, and 

enhance the overall performance of your fleet and mobile workers.            
Your Fleet, Our Focus.

FleetPeek Premier 
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